THE BEGINNING OF THE END?
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Shortly before his death, Natan Alterman, poet of
the Labor movement, warned against the danger
that, ``the State of Israel would cause us to forget the
Land of Israel.''
Ten years before the establishment of the State
of Israel, Berl Katznelson, conscience of the Labor
movement, also spoke with foreboding: ``Let us not
abandon the mystique of the historic Land of Israel
for the mystique of the Jewish state.''
Neither imagined that the Jewish state itself
would be the agent responsible for the removal of
the very basis of the Zionist enterprise which had
nourished the idea of Palhood. Neither Alterman
nor Katznelson could possibly have conceived that
the Jewish state would, of its own free will, surrender
the Land of Israel by virtue of its authority as the
State of Israel.
Until the covert beginning of this process, whose
terrible overt ripening is now taking place before our
eyes, the whole Zionist enterprise stood on the solid
basis of its claim to ``the historically Jewish Land of
Israel'', whether or not we actually had it in our
hands. The source of the moral strength and
material success of secular Zionism was in the
continuity of this historical consciousness. This
continuity includes the words of Simon the Hasmonean who declared,
We have not taken a foreign land and we have
not ruled over the property of foreigners, but
it is the estate of our forefathers that was
unjustly in the hands of our enemies at one
time that has been conquered.
This continuity proceeded through to BenGurion's proclamation that ``the Bible is our
mandate to the Land,'' an assertion not religious-

metaphysical but an historical-moral claim of ``the
right of the Jewish people in its land''. This
continuity even found expression through the
younger Ezer Weizman, who concluded:
It is not within the authority of the Jewish
people as a whole that is now living with us
today to give up any part of the Land; this is
the right of the Jewish nation over the
generations, a right that cannot be confiscated under any conditions... no concession
of this kind is binding, nor does it oblige the
Jewish people.1
This is more than a political position which can
be changed (as when Ben-Gurion himself changed),
but the basic outlook of Zionism which is now being
liquidated. The qualitative breakdown does not lie
within one political decision of a certain government but in a change of national consciousness that
has led to it, an ongoing movement of what was
once on the fringe of the ideological fringes, to the
political center; the delegitimization of the very
supra-political dimension of Zionism as if it were
the affair of ``fanatics'', ``enemies of peace'' and
``messianic madmen''. It includes the transforming of
phrases like, ``Our right to the Land, over the Land
as a whole stands forever''2 into dirty words that
even the leader of the parliamentary opposition
dare not speak in the Knesset against the ``peace''
agreement.
This internal ideological reversal is the source of
the treachery that was Oslo. This was not a crime of
treason against the State of Israel (the legal
punishment for which would be death if Greater
Jerusalem was also handed over in Oslo) but against
the Land of Israel and against the future of our
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existence in the Land for years to come. If, in the
distant past, the life of the Biblical people of Israel
in its Land began in Jericho, then its end began in
Jericho too. That willing concession at the very heart
of the Land of Israel, for the first time in the history
of the State, and the transfer of Jewish settlers which
will come in its wake without a doubt, (reluctantly or
by force) is the beginning of the liquidation of the
Zionist enterprise as a whole, which will end ``not
with a bang but a whimper'',3 with the weak-willed
whine of the gradually defeated in a struggle that
has lost its historical justification, or the feeble
spiritual atrophy of promising a ``Singapore of the
Middle East'', in the vision of Shimon Peres, the
former Prime Minister of a Jewish government.
Through whichever path we take toward this end,
it will become clear that the philosopher Hermann
Cohen was right when he passed sentence on
Zionism as ``a passing episode in the history of the
Jewish people''. And perhaps Franz Rosenzweig did
well to prophesy that
When the Zionists achieve their Serbia,
Bulgaria, or Montenegro in the Land of Israel,
and even if they succeed in bringing all the
Jews to their state, no Jewish people will be
left in the world 200 years later...
This terrible vision is not a warning against the
military/security danger implied by a withdrawal to
``The Auschwitz Lines''.4 After all, it may be argued,
who are we to challenge the expertise of ``five
commanders-in-chief and the hero of the Six Day
War'' et al. who supported the Oslo Accords? This is
not even a reference to the historical experience of a
``policy of appeasement'' which taught us just how
immoral was the hysterical aspiration to ``peace in
our time''. (In Hebrew that translates as ``Peace
Now''.) In the words of another conscience of the
Labor movement:
In this idealistic attitude toward the world, in
the dreams of little girls and these beautiful
souls, which have no foundation in the
deepest instincts of man, there is a kind of
immorality, yes, immorality... Damned are the
soft and the lovers!5
The fate of the Zionist enterprise and the State
of Israel will be sealed, in the last analysis, by
abandoning parts of the Land of Israel, because a
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political entity will not last long without a moral
basis, (and all the more so the Jewish state).
Colonialism is no longer acceptable at the end of
the twentieth century, and by removing the moral
basis of Zionism, we transform it into merely
colonialism, and with that goes the loss of the
moral right of the people of Israel, the Jewish
people, to live anywhere in ``Palestine'' they choose.
Of course, one may deny the above moral
premise and adopt a ``pragmatic, Machiavellian''
position, but it is precisely the proponents of the
``peace'' agreement who base themselves on a moral
argument when trying to ensure the national right of
the ``Palestinian people'' to its homeland, whereas
they discuss the right of the Jewish people to
continued existence in the part of the Land of Israel
on the basis of security interests guaranteed by our
physical strength alone. Consider the standard
response to the question, ``And what will happen if
the Arabs continue to challenge the right of the
Jewish state to exist?'' Why, ``We have the strongest
army in the Middle East.'' Ironically, it is the ``antifascists'' well-known for their self-righteousness who
posit the authority of the state, its laws, and its
decisions, as the only source validating the right of
our ownership over the country solely ``within the
1967 borders''. It is they who transform the right of
history and values into a right for this politicalfactual entity of the state. This atheism is much
more dangerous than a position which treats the
Bible as the source of moral validity for the Jews to
live anywhere in the Land of Israel. The irony
becomes grotesque in the spectacle that is now
emerging as if by divination, the specter of a
``Territorialist Zionism'', the preservation of the area
of a state as the exclusive goal of Zionism. In this
view, the State is a purpose in and of itself, and not
the political means to achieve the redemption of the
people in its historic homeland. In this view, there is
no importance to ``trees and stones'' in the Land of
Israel, none as the ``heritage of the forefathers''. The
State of the Jews can exist, in principle, in Uganda,
as was once suggested, or in ``Palestine, it doesn't
matter''.
This Zionism without Zion and Jerusalem
(Jerusalem as ``occupied territory'' too), transforms
Jewish nationalism into colonialism. Consider a
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small but typical example: At the start of the Intifada
in 1987, the IDF commander-in-chief brought before
the officers of the general staff, Alistair Horne's,
Savage War for Peace, a book describing the failure
of the French army in Algeria, in order to prove that
a popular uprising like this had no military solution.
This may be true when foreign colonists are at issue
who have a homeland from which they came and to
which they can return. In this view, the Jews living in
Beit El, Hebron, Anathoth and Shiloh have their
homeland across the ``Green Line'' and thus deserve
to be expelled from the ``occupied territories'' like
the French colonialists in Algeria who were expelled
to France.
But moral principle has no lines, green or
otherwise. Colonialism applies to every place where
a foreign people rules occupied territories in a land
not its own, which must include Sheykh Munis
(Ramat Aviv), Katamon and in Baq'a in Jerusalem,
Ashdod and Ramla Ð not to mention the land on
which rest seventy-five HaShomer HaTza'ir kibbutzim. Why are we not colonialists in these places, if
we are in places whose Jewish historical meaning is
beyond doubt? This naive question, which is
completely rational, has not been answered morally,
only by an argument based on force. If we share the
status of French settlers in Algeria anywhere in the
Land of Israel, then our fate is decided for ill
everywhere in the Land of Israel, and we will have to
go back, not to the remainder of the ``Occupied
Territory'' (Israel 1949-1967) but to the places where
our fathers came from, to Poland and Morocco, as
suggested by the mayor of Tulkarem.
It is semantic prostitution to say that territories
are ``occupied'' only if they were conquered in war in
1967, whereas they are ``liberated'' if they were
conquered in war in 1948. Only the Orwellian use of
language emasculates the exact meaning of the
word: occupied territory is every place that was
taken by military force from the control of its
inhabitants, all the more so when they were driven
away from it, directly or indirectly, after hundreds of
years of dwelling there, like Sheykh Munis, on whose
ruins the professors at Tel-Aviv University write
steely sharp articles ``against the occupation''.
Indeed, there are already those, especially young
people, who understand this truth, and are not

ready to accept the double standard of people
(among them leaders of ``Peace Now'') who live in
houses from which Arab residents were driven out,
like those in the Jerusalem neighborhoods like the
German Colony, Baq'a and Abu-Tor, who cry out,
``End the occupation!'' against those who live in tiny,
poured concrete houses in Kedumim, Talmon, Har
Brakha (Mount Gerizim), on hills that were a barren
wilderness. Out of intellectual fairness and disgust
with hypocrisy, they have already arrived at the
conclusion: the entire State of Israel was born in sin
and will die in sin, and the previous owners of
``Palestine'' will come to settle in it.
This is the reason why the cession of Judea and
Samaria means the cession of Zionism itself, the
beginning of the end, the moral and perhaps the
physical death of the State of Israel itself. This is not
simply because without those territories we will be
confined to the coastal strip, twelve kilometers from
the sea, and that Ben-Gurion Airport at Lod would
fall under enemy artillery range, etc. Rather, this is
so because by our settling in these places, and only
by living in them, can our right to live anywhere at
all in the Land of Israel crystallize in a kind of
physical process of chemical refinement. Ours is a
net moral right independent of UN decisions or even
the consensus of most citizens of Israel or the
support of Diaspora Jewish leaders. Nor even on the
basis of the agreement of the Palestinian Arabs and
the Arab states achieved only through military force
majeure; and by no means via the justice of our claim
to a part of Land conquered from them.
The source of validity of this claim, and not of a
mere given reality, is located here, in Judea and
Samaria, not in Tel Aviv. Therefore, the moral
justification of the Jewish people's ownership of
the Land of Israel, in part or in whole, will stand or
fall in Judea and Samaria. The nations of the world
know this better than we do, and only on that basis
can we explain their energetic, very aggressive
resistance to our settling in those places where
our possession is based purely on the right of
historical justification.6 The oh-so very uniform
condemnation of ``settlements'' Ð and here no
one denies that ``the whole world is against us'' Ð is
not really a political position. After all, in this world,
political facts have been determined by ``settle-
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ments'', from the Sudetenland to the Falkland
Islands. Rather, the condemnations flow from an
ideological objection: The Jewish people does not
have the right of ownership over the Land of Israel,
except to the extent and in the place that others
decide.
We are told that Zionism succeeded by making
concessions and compromises. True enough, but
the concessions were made out of compulsion, and
the compromises because of pressures. The reversal
that has taken place since those concessions is not
political, but a philosophical transformation. The
inner attitude toward the Land of Israel has
changed, and even if ``peace people'' do not admit
it, their joy, or their silence and indifference, testify
to their real feelings. Consider, once again, what
Berl Katznelson said about the readiness, even if
under compulsion, to agree to accept only a part of
the Land of Israel, when we did not have sovereignty
over any part of the Land, when he spoke here about
``our actual Hebron'', not about Jaffa or the Galilee:
There are situations without a choice, perhaps there is coercion to withdraw, perhaps
coercion to come to a compromise with the
enemy. I am not with those who fence
themselves in with rejection of any compromise in political life. Perhaps even capitulation because of lack of an alternative. But I
would like first of all that we face the truth. In
order for a compromise out of coercion not to
become a blow that has no remedy, we must
know that it is a compromise, and in order
that the forced submission not become a
crushing defeat, we must know that it is a
submission. But if you see that a compromise
is interpreted as a desirable striving upwards,
and submission as a brilliant victory, then you
are forced to think: Maybe there was nothing
coercive in it at all; and only because of an
optical illusion and magical enticement do we
march towards the abyss and think that we
are ascending onto a bridge. A movement
that is required to give in on its most
essential rights or on its deepest hopes,
owes itself clear knowledge about just what
it is giving up. And if its senses are healthy,
it will feel the pain of the concessions, even
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if they were coerced; it will feel them in its
depths. But if in order to make the
concessions easier on ourselves, we depreciate their value, then we oppress ourselves;
to the material concession we add selfdeception and leave ourselves defenseless
and ripe for plunder.7
This is what has happened to us today. The
official, legitimate representatives of the Jewish
state willingly surrender not ``assets that were not
actually in our possession, tracts of land that we
knew from a book'', (in Berl Katznelson's definition
of ``the love of our homeland over the generations'')
but lands that are in our actual possession,
acknowledging to the peoples of the world that
our concession is from now and forever, (unless the
other side spoils the deal) ``and we get both shame
and war,'' in Churchill's memorable phrase.
One wonders: Do those who did this deed know
of Katznelson's definition of ``submission''? Is not
this ``self-deception through systematic brainwashing''? Do they realize that ``we are marching toward
the abyss'' when they see submission as ``a brilliant
victory''? Do the ``peace'' makers feel pain over the
concessions? The playboys of Israeli politics sat in
Oslo without the Land of Israel in their hearts but
with State Department business in their heads, ``in a
pleasant atmosphere and the good wines helped'',
(quoting the Norwegian Foreign Minister on the
BBC) and they sold out the country of the Jewish
people without a single twinge of pain. It was
enough to look at their exultant faces to realize that,
and the broad, smug smiles of the ministers of
Israel's government (including the commander-inchief) in a photograph after the decision was made,
gave official approval to this joy.
The late Prime Minister spoke to the whole
world and said not one word about the pain caused
by giving up parts of the homeland. He expressed
fear only about the security risk. The Knesset debate
over Oslo ended with the cry of the prostitute who
shouted at Solomon ``Cut the baby!'' after which
Israel's parliament returned to business as usual, to
smiles between government and opposition members. Indeed, afterwards, ministers and their retinues sat down to drink and eat with their
``Palestinian'' counterparts, and during the dinner,
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smugly sketched on paper the cut-up parts of the
``West Bank''. We saw with our own eyes, and we
heard, and the world saw and heard, and not one of
our cities was embarrassed, as the ``Palestinians''
continue to sing, ``In spirit and blood, we will
redeem you, O Palestine... O, Ramlah,'' and not
Ramallah.
Whereas among us, in a flood of articles and
interviews, not one leader of public opinion raised
the question, over the heads of our joy, about the
loss of the heart of our country. Government officials
continue to lie insolently (and perhaps, foolishly, if
not in their minds, then in their hearts) that
Jerusalem ``will remain united and our eternal
capital'' Ð what every intelligent person understands as no more than cheap talk. And once again,
former fringe people now openly express what was
once covert but will become reality in the not so
distant future, and they speak clearly the likes of
which was never spoken in the entire history of
Israel, that the time has also come ``to shatter the
myth of Jerusalem, that it has no security value'', and
in fact to begin to do that if not all at once, then
with small punctures.8
Self-deception. The ``joy'' spreads from the

government to the public. Instead of pain, there
are celebrations and parties, singing and dancing,
and the mirth of a beautiful-soul of someone who
spoke of
the police of Palestine who will evacuate
settlers who tried to conquer a trash dump
next to Bethel. Let them take half of the
[Western] Wall too and use it to pulverize five
stones.''
In the prophetic words of another Hebrew poet:
Why will we fear death Ð and its angel rides
on our shoulders
And his bit in our lips:
And with a fanfare of revival on lips and with
playful neighing We will roam to the grave.9
I added a question mark to the title of this piece,
although my intellect does not know how to deal
with it, and I pray that someone will learn how,
because I have not really internalized it. I wrote an
article with quotations from T.S. Eliot and Haim
Nahman Bialik, instead of tearing my clothes and
screaming a great and bitter scream.

